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The planetary K index, or Kp, is a measure of the level of magnetic activity in the Earth's magnetosphere.
Large Kp values have been shown to correlate with high levels of geomagnetic activity often responsible
for a range of adverse effects including satellite damage, electric power grid collapse, and the disruption
of radio communication and GPS navigation. Models that predict Kp allow preventative measures to be
taken against potentially catastrophic system failures making it extremely useful for space weather
forecasters to know the probability that a model’s predictions will be accurate. Four such models were
evaluated; the Costello Geomagnetic Activity Index model and three models developed by the Applied
Physics Lab at Johns Hopkins University. Validation studies of these models were performed to find
distributions of official Kp values for a given prediction. Various levels of solar activity were tested to
look for solar cycle dependency. The overall performance of the Costello model was compared to that of
the JHU/APL models. These evaluations demonstrated that the Costello model tends to overpredict Kp
consistently for all values. Additional validation studies will need to be carried out to determine if the
JHU/APL models perform significantly better than the Costello model.

NOAA G-Scale*:

Data Set:
•Official Kp database is essentially uninterrupted since 1932
•Supplied Costello prediction data spans from July 1, 1998 until June 18, 2007
•Data gap from May 7, 2005 until April 1, 2006
•Time granularity of 15 minutes

Costello Geomagnetic Activity Index
•Neural network algorithm trained on the response of Kp to solar wind data
•Input two hours of data for solar wind speed, IMF magnitude, and Bz
•Output running 3-hour Kp every 15 minutes

Effects of Geomagnetic Storms:
•Disrupt radio communications
•Disrupt GPS navigation
•Damage transformers and electric power grids
•Degrade satellite instrumentation
•Increase satellite drag
•Cause aurora
•Confuse pigeons and other migratory animals

Research:
*Based on
measurements
from the Boulder
magnetometer.

Costello Validation Studies:

•Find the distribution of official Kp values for a given prediction
•Determine if the models perform differently during solar maximum years than during solar minimum
years
•Compare the performance of the Costello model to the JHU/APL models

Solar Cycle Dependence:
•Uses ISEE-3 solar wind data
•Covers the time period from August 17, 1987
to February 16, 1980
•Predictions binned to integer values between 0
and 7
•Tends to underpredict high and low Kp values
•Performed by members of the Space
Environment Center

JHU/APL Models:

•Figures show official Kp distributions for Costello
predictions corresponding to NOAA Kp warnings

APL Model 1:
•Inputs nowcast Kp
and solar wind
parameters
•Predicts Kp 1 hour
ahead
•Correlation coefficient
= 0.92

Proposed Explanation:
•During solar
maximum external
influences dominate
activity in the
magnetosphere
•During solar
minimum internal
dynamics are
responsible for
fluctuations in
magnetic field strength

•Kp bins range from 0 to 8+
•Uses solar wind data from IMP-8 (1975-1999),
Wind (1994-2000), and ACE (2000-2001)
•Official Kp values obtained by interpolating
between points to match 15 minute time
granularity
•Tends to overpredict low Kp values and
underpredict high Kp values
•Correlation coefficient = 0.75
•Performed by Wing et al.

•Kp bins range from 0+ to 7+
•Tends to overpredict all Kp values
•Official Kp values obtained by time-tagging
values at the beginning of the 3 hour intervals
•Official Kp values matched to model
predictions that are made between 0 and 10
minutes after their time-tag

Forecast Validation:

•Costello model appear to predict low Kp values slightly better during solar maximum
years

expected Kp
value of 4

expected Kp
value of 5

APL Model 2:

expected Kp
value of 6
Solar
Maximu
m

Solar
Minimum

•Inputs nowcast Kp and
solar wind parameters
•Predicts Kp 4 hours ahead
•Correlation coefficient =
0.79

APL Model 3:
•Inputs solar wind
parameters
•Predicts Kp 1 hour
ahead
•Correlation coefficient
= 0.84

expected Kp
value of 7
or greater

Summary and Conclusions:
•The Costello model tends to overpredict Kp consistently for all values
•Statistical evaluations will have to be performed in order to determine if model performance is affected by the solar
cycle
•Additional validation studies should be carried out to determine if the JHU/APL models perform significantly better
than the Costello model
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